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Some of the details are classi-
fied. 
But what Thomas L. Gemmell

can say is that in 1990 he flew an
F-15C fighter jet off the coast of
Florida, tracked down an
unmanned, remotely controlled
F-100 fighter and blasted it out of
the air with an AIM-7 Sparrow
missile. 
“Got it,” he reported.

“Splashed the drone.”
Now he’s helping them get off

the ground.
The former Air Force pilot is

co-leading Husch Blackwell
LLP’s Unmanned Aircraft
Systems practice that launched
last week. The group will work
with companies that want to
capitalize on the commercial
promise of drones and navigate
regulations that have so far kept
them grounded.
While drones have the ability

to help farmers best utilize their
fields, take photos for real estate
agents and journalists or
perhaps  deliver mail and online
purchases, the Federal Aviation
Administration has rejected
most private uses for the fast-
moving, diverse field of
unmanned fliers.
But the FAA is reviewing

exemptions for commercial
drones, and this month, the
agency allowed the first large-
scale corporate use: Oil giant BP
will use drones to monitor its
Prudhoe Bay oil field operations
in Alaska.

“We’re just touching upon the
tip of the iceberg here,” said
Gemmell, who retired as a lieu-
tenant colonel after 20 years of
active and reserve duty in the
Air Force, including active
combat in the first Gulf War.
“Whatever you can dream of

in terms of commercial applica-
tions of drones, it’s going to
become a reality.” 
While the FAA is attempting

to integrate drones — known as
unmanned aircraft systems, or
UAS — into national airspace, it
has so far been reluctant to open
up the skies mainly due to safety
concerns over drone crashes on
the ground or with aircraft. 
The agency reiterated those

concerns as well as privacy fears
in a guidance ruling last week
that interpreted its definition of
drones as “model aircraft,” which
are limited to hobbyist and
recreational uses under the FAA
Modernization and Reform Act
of 2012. 
“Clearly, commercial opera-

tions would not be hobby or
recreation flights,” the FAA said.
“Likewise, flights that are in
furtherance of a business, or
incidental to a person’s business,
would not be a hobby or recre-
ation flight.”
The guidance was widely

interpreted as a response to
comments made by Amazon.com
Inc.’s CEO Jeff Bezos, who had
said drones would soon deliver
the company’s products to
customer’s doorsteps. 
To compare what constitutes a

hobby and what doesn’t, the FAA

highlighted this example of a
hobby: “Using a model aircraft to
move a box from point to point
without any kind of compensa-
tion.” 
Meanwhile, “Delivering

packages to people for a fee” was
an example of a commercial and
restricted use.
While companies currently

face steep hurdles using drones
in populated areas, Gemmell said
he expected a swarm of exemp-
tions would soon be granted by
the FAA for commercial drones
to be used in sparsely populated
areas, such as the exemption BP
was granted.
“For those commercial activi-

ties that are restricted, you’ll see
an increased number of petitions
to the FAA for exemptions to the
current restrictions,” Gemmell
said. 
“And I think on the energy and

agriculture side in particular, or
other commercial uses where
there is a limited risk to popula-
tion or property, that you’ll see
those exemptions being fast-
tracked and those petitions being
granted.”
Husch Blackwell, a 600-plus

attorney firm with 16 offices and
43 lawyers in Chicago, has
assembled a team of about 30
lawyers who will handle a wide
range of work for clients hoping
to put drones in the skies to
boost their bottom lines. 
The attorneys come from

practices including aviation,
government affairs, privacy, tax,
regulatory, technology and litiga-
tion.
“We have a multi-disciplinary

group of attorneys who have
real-world, hands-on experi-
ence,” Gemmell said. 
“I think that we can bring that

to the table to help our commer-
cial end-users and developers

bring this technology to a
competitive advantage.”
The attorneys have varied

experiences that Gemmell said
dovetail with the drone practice.
For instance, he has handled a
patent infringement case
pertaining to “precision agricul-
ture” — a data-driven approach
to best use a piece of farmland. 
The data to perform precision

agriculture are currently
collected by vehicular or manned
surveys of the land. A drone could
perform that function at a
fraction of the cost, Gemmell said.
“The regulatory action is

essentially behind the evolving
industry. The technology is out
there. The desire is out there for
commercial use. But it hasn’t
been married with the FAA,”
Gemmell said.
“And so, as the law and the

technology develop, what we’re
looking at doing is being ahead of
the game in terms of our
knowledge base of the law and
technology to make sure the
clients can explore and ulti-
mately capitalize on the use of
drones.” 
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